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By Mike Carey

Time Warner Trade Publishing. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Vicious
Circle, Mike Carey, Felix Castor has reluctantly returned to exorcism after a successful case
convinces him that he really can do some good with his abilities---"good," of course, being a
relative term when dealing with the undead. His friend Rafi is still possessed, the succubus
Ajulutsikael (Juliet to her friends) still technically has a contract on him, and he's still dirt poor.
Doing some consulting for the local cops helps pay the bills, but Castor needs a big private job to
really fill the hole in his bank account. That's what he needs. What he gets is a seemingly
insignificant "missing ghost" case that inexorably drags him and his loved ones into the middle of a
horrific plot to raise one of hell's fiercest demons. When satanists, stolen spirits, sacrifice farms,
and haunted churches all appear on the same police report, the name Felix Castor can't be too far
behind.
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ReviewsReviews

This created pdf is fantastic. Indeed, it can be perform, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably
straightforward way and is particularly simply following i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Amanda Hand Jr.-- Amanda Hand Jr.

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti
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